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CMS: Accountng opportunistc 
resources in APEL

J. Flix
w/feedback from: C. Grandi, O. Gutsche, D. Hufnagel, 

A. Pérez-Calero Yzquierdo
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CMS Opportunistc resource usage

- Exploitaton of HPC centres and commercial clouds has been a priority in
  the CMS Computng Program for at least a couple of years

→ Transparent use of NERSC resources @US (Edison, Cori-1, Cori-2)
→ AWS @US, Google Cloud Platorm @US, Aruba @IT, ongoing Microsof Azure

https://cloudplatform.googleblog.com/2016/11/Google-Cloud-HEPCloud-and-probing-the-nature-of-Nature.html

SC16 HEPCloud

Using the FNAL HEPCloud facility w/HTcondor
to send bursts of CMS simulaton jobs to GCP

The bursts were approx. of the same size of the 

whole CMS Computng at all the Tiers!

(doubled the capacity of the CMS HTCondor global pool) 

https://cloudplatform.googleblog.com/2016/11/Google-Cloud-HEPCloud-and-probing-the-nature-of-Nature.html
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CMS Opportunistc resource usage
- Exploitng HPCs/Clouds ofers the ability to fexibly absorb peaks in processing
   requests without acquiring in-house resources

- It is generally acknowledged that the exploitaton of opportunistc resources 
  cannot in general be part of the current WLCG pledged resources mechanism

→ But accepted that these resources will be part of the overall picture in the future,
     although there is no well defned model across LHC experiments yet

→ The current eforts to plug CMS workfows into HPCs and commercial clouds is 
             not negligible for the moment (weeks or months to fully integrate a system)
- We should have mechanisms to account for the work done in these facilites

→ CMS is adoptng internal T3_Country_Opportunistc
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Opp. resources be accounted in APEL?

Whether your experiment would be interested that opportunistc resources are accounted in APEL? 
→ Yes

If yes, what are possible scenarios?
→ The easiest, accounted as if from an existng CMS site (e.g. site extension) or to a "name" known to 
     CMS (e.g. T3_Country_Opportunistc)

Whether these opportunistc resources are already accounted in the experiment-specifc systems?
→ through the dashboard and the HTCondor global pool, atm [“run/wall tme”, “running job cores”, “# events”...]

How/whether benchmarking of such resources performed?
→ Not implemented/available yet
→ benchmark * tme, storing the CPUtme spent and the benchmark separately → this would allows for
     adoptng another benchmark if it becomes available, hopefully a beter one
→ integratng a (fast) benchmark with the jobs, at which point we probably have to give up precision
→ We should have a way to store these values in the experiment-specifc system (“dashboard”)

How these resources are described regarding topology?
→ See answer to 2nd queston

Would it be possible to retrieve accountng data for the opportunistc resources from the 
experiment-specifc systems via APIs?
→ We assume that the informaton available in the dashboard can be retrieved via its own APIs and 
     sent to APEL. To be verifed if what is available is enough for APEL
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